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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. 034-2023-SW-R003 

 
Thurston County Public Works Department 

Solid Waste Division 
 

TO:   All Respondents 
 
FROM:   Dawn Ashton, Procurement and Contract Specialist 
 
CLOSING DATE: February 13, 2023 at 3:00 p.m. PT (CHANGED) 
 
REF NO.:  RFP 034-2023-SW-R003 – Solid Waste Stationary Compactor Replacement          
  
DATE:   January 16, 2024 
 
In response to Pre-proposal Inquiries received, the following information is provided to assist in 
responding to the above referenced request for proposal: 
 
QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES 
 

1. Question:  Ref Section 4.2.3A notes that facilities power/utilities would be available at a rate, what would that 
rate be? This would be for 120V outlet power for things like charging batteries for cordless tools and water for 
grouting of the pedestals    
 
Answer:   RFP Section 4.23 Availability and Use of Utility Services is modified to read:  “County shall make all 
reasonable utilities available to Contractor from existing outlets and supplies, as specified in Contract 
Documents at no cost to the Contractor.”  All other wording to be deleted. 
 

2. Question:  Ref Section 5.4 B lists final drawings stamped by a Professional Structural Engineer for things like 
compactor supports including seismic calculations.  This will require information from the County on soil 
condition/bearing and existing structural drawings of the foundations under the compactor pedestals.  Can the 
County provide this information (likely in the ‘Structural’ drawings for the transfer station)?  
 
Answer:   Attached are the structural drawings.  Thurston County is working on retrieving geotechnical reports 
which will be provided under separate addendum.  
 

3. Question:   The operator control panel is described in Appendix A section 3 ‘Operator Control Panel’ as located 
as per the direction of the County.  Will the operator control panel be located in the shed that the existing OCP 
is located, or in another location?  If another location, approximately how far will it be from the current OCP 
location?   
 
Answer:   The Operator Control Panel will replace the existing in the same location which is the shed/booth 
adjacent to the compactor. 
 

4. Question:  Ref Page A-8, para d requests the ability to override preset weight limits to produce heavier bales.  Is 
this something that will need to be done after a bale is complete or during the bale building process or is it 
something that is done before that specific bale is started?  There are some technical limitations to this, so we 
want to understand the reasoning behind the request so that we make sure that we can address it correctly.   
 
Answer:  Bale target characteristics shall be adjustable prior to specific bale being started.  
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5. Question:  Ref page A-8, para e requests the ability to change the weight, length and compaction goals between 
the first and second bale.  The 4500 SPH compactor is a single bale system – a two bale system would typically 
be the smaller 2500 SPH model.  Similar to the question above – what is the driver or goal of the request?  We 
want to make sure that we understand the requirement as it looks to be not applicable as written.  
 
Answer:   Bale target characteristics shall be adjustable prior to specific bale being started.  Revise language to 
state “each” bale in lieu of “first and second” bale.  
 

6. Question:  Ref page A-9, para h requests SCADA communication over Compact Logix – this is a model of PLC, 
most Allen Bradley products communicate over EthernetIP – is this the requested communication protocol?  We 
can support communication with an EthernetIP network this via a gateway device as our PLC is Siemens, with a 
PROFINET communication protocol.  The gateway device ‘translates’ between the two communication protocols 
allowing for bidirectional data sharing and is typically how we address SCADA communications between 
different networks.  Also, please note that both the SCADA connection and the secure modem will need 
separate data connections (one inside the network, the other with an outside connection).  
 
Answer:  This will be answered in a future Addendum. 
 

7. Question:  Ref page A-10, para 6a requests a trailer latch that will accommodate both 48’ and 53’ trailers.  Is the 
connection point for the trailer latch on the different trailer sizes the same for both in relation to the trailer box 
interface with the compactor?  The standard trailer latch is a fixed location, so we want to know if it will need to 
accommodate two connection locations.  
 
Answer:  This will be answered in a future Addendum. 
 

8. Question:  Ref page A-12, para 4c lists testing the unit for capacity over a full day.  This would require 960 tons 
of waste to be available for the 1 day test.  Because of the amount of waste that this style of test would require, 
we often request several ‘burst’ tests – showing that we can build 4 - 30+ ton trailer loads in 1 hour to 
demonstrate the 120tph throughput – will this be acceptable? 
 
Answer:  County agrees with this alternative demonstration method. 
 

9. Question:  Ref page A-13 Part 4 lists a 3 year warranty for the unit.  Extended warranties like this would require 
ensuring that periodic maintenance is being done properly.  Does the county wish to enter into a maintenance 
contract with the proposer as a part of this warranty?  For other municipalities that have requested extended 
warranties like this, we typically require a maintenance contract so that we can at least be onsite to inspect and 
ensure that periodic maintenance and adjustments are being done correctly and on time. 
 
Answer:   County does desire the extended 3 year warranty inclusive of periodic maintenance.  There is a 
separate line item in the bid schedule to price this effort.   
 

 




























